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THEME: 

The class should already be in teams of four, five or six

before we begin (no more than 6 teams).

You should read out the superhero recruitment letter to your

class before the visit, filling in the gaps with the class name,

the park name and your name where appropriate.

It will help if they have studied the vocabulary list prior to

the activity (Even though some of the words on the list have

more than one meaning, we have only included the meaning

of the word that is relevant to the activity.)

During the activity the students will need to think of words

relating to texture, shape and colour as well as doing words

(verbs), naming words (nouns), descriptive words

(adjectives) and words ending in -ly (adverbs). Vocabulary

about parks will also be useful to know. Some of these are

in the vocabulary list, but you might want to recap those

topics before the activity.

Don’t forget that each team will need to bring their

introduction sheets with them on the day - they should have

thought of a team name, a superhero pose and a sentence

to explain why they think their team is the best!

It would be helpful if you could have a few adults with you

on the day to help the teams with their challenges.
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Invasion of the Language Snatchers

SKILLS:                     Reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar, 

presentation, teamwork, following instructions

CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS.

For this activity your students will be superheroes chosen for a secret

mission to defeat the language snatchers. If they can save the world

they will earn their official superhero license cards!

 

They will be given 6 challenges to complete in their teams and will then

need to work together as a whole class to open a box and enable them

to complete the bonus challenge.
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The bonus challenge will involve each team designing a poster to

declare the park safe to visit and then showing their poster to the rest

of the group.

 

The introduction will take place at the meeting point, where the children

will be told the story of the aliens and what they need to do to defeat

them. Each student will be given a mask and a cape to wear and then

the teams will introduce themselves using their superhero team name

and their superhero pose!

 

Each team will need a leader who will make the main decisions,

someone who is good at writing, someone who is good at drawing,

someone to guard a captured alien and someone to collect the puzzle

pieces for the group challenge.

 

There won’t be a winning team, the whole class will be victorious and

will have worked together to defeat the aliens! At the end, each

student will be given a superhero card and congratulated on their

excellent work. You might want to take a class photo before they return

their masks and capes!

 

Pre-visit ideas:

-      Design a superhero outfit

-      Design a superhero logo

-      Invent and practise your superhero pose

-      Write a reply to the Park Ranger - are you going to help? 

       Do you have the superpowers needed to help?

-      Try to learn as much of theuseful vocabulary as you can

 

Post-visit ideas: 

-      Finish or create posters if there wasn’t time on the day of the visit

(A poster to let people know it’s safe to return to the park. They should

use the words they have learnt in the park on their poster and add lots

of colour)

-      Display of posters from the bonus challenge

-      Write a diary about your day as superheroes

-      Write a diary from the point of view of the aliens

-      Write a letter to the aliens 

-      Read/listen to “Aliens Love Underpants”:

       https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE

https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE
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Activity: a thing that a person or group does

Adjective: a descriptive word

Adverb: a word to describe how something is done, often ending in -ly

Aliens: someone from another planet

Answer sheet: the place where you write your answers to the

questions

Awesome: very good; amazing

Battle:  a fight between two groups of people

Back to life: to make something good again

Blob (of paint): a drop of thick liquid

Bonus: something extra

Burglar: someone who steals from another person

Captured: caught

Certificate: a document confirming that someone has reached a

certain level of achievement

Challenge: a task or situation that tests your abilities

Code: words or letters used for secrecy

Colour palette: the board used by an artist to mix paints

Congratulations: the word you would use when someone has

achieved something; well done

Create: to design or make something new

Dance: to move with rhythm, usually to music

Danger: the possibility of something bad happening

Defeated: to have been beaten in a war or fight

Describe: to give details of something or someone

Design: to create something

Detail: a small part of something

Dice: a small cube with a different number of spots on each side,

ranging from one to six, thrown and used in games (our dice have

words instead of numbers)

Environment: the natural world

Escape: to break free or get away after you have been caught

Excellent: very good

False: when something is wrong or incorrect

Fill up: to eat a lot so that you aren’t hungry anymore

Flavour: the taste of food or drink

 

VOCABULARY: 

https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE
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Flower: the colourful part of a plant

Grab: to take hold of something with force

Grammar:  the structure of a language

Greedy:  wanting more of everything

Guess: to think of an answer without having much information; to

estimate

Hard: something that

Hop: to jump on only one foot

Imagine: to form a mental image of something that may not be true

Include: to be made a part of the whole; to be added to something

In training: learning the skills needed to do a job

Jump: to move forward by lifting both feet off the ground at the same

time

Leader: the person in charge of the group; the person who makes the

decisions

Leave: to go away from a place

License card: a card used to show proof of something

Litter: pieces of plastic, card, etc., that have been thrown on the

ground

Logo: a symbol or picture, usually used to advertise something

Main: the most important

Munch: to chew food loudly

Nibble: to bite food gently

Noun: a naming word

Object: a thing

Observe: to watch something carefully

Padlock: a detachable lock which can be opened with a key or a code

Park: an area of land for the public to use, usually with trees, flowers

and grass

Pebble: a small, smooth stone

Personality: the character and behaviour of a person

Planet: a celestial body in the solar system, for example, Earth or

Jupiter

Pointy: to have a sharp end

Police: people who prevent crime and keep people safe

Pose: to stand in a certain way, usually for a photo

Poster: a large printed picture or advertisement displayed in a public

place

Profile: a list of a person’s (or alien’s!) characteristics

https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE
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Puzzle piece:  small part of a picture that makes a whole image when

put together with other pieces

Rock: a large stone

Roll the dice: to throw the dice on the floor and see which side is

facing up

Rough: an uneven surface; the opposite of smooth

Round-up: to collect; to gather together

Secret message: something that is not known by other people

Shady: somewhere in the shadows, away from the sun, for example

under the leaves of a tree

Shape: the outline of something, for example a square or a circle

Sign: a notice showing a direction or command, for example an Exit

sign above a door

Skills: things you are good at doing

Skip: to move by hopping on one foot then the other

Snack: food eaten between meals

Snatch: to grab quickly or suddenly

Space: the expanse in which the solar system, stars, and galaxies

exist; the universe.

Spaceship: a type of transport used for travelling through space

Spoil: to ruin something

Stamp: to imprint with a mark, design, or seal, for example to stamp a

passport

Stand on the ground: to have both feet on the ground and stay still

Star jump: to jump in the air with your arms and legs out so that you

are the shape of a star then land with you arms and legs straight

Steal: to take someone else’s property without asking

Stone: a small piece of rock

Superhero: a person with extra special powers who can fight crime

Superpower: a special power that allows you to do something

amazing, for example fly or become invisible

Surroundings: the area around you

Take over: to take control of

Tall: very high

Team: a group of people working together towards the same aim

Template: a pre-set format to help with design

Texture: the way something feels when you touch it

Tiny: very small

To collect: to bring together to one place

 

https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE
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To come back: to return

To guard: to keep something safe; to prevent escape

To rely on someone: to depend on someone; to have confidence in

someone

To run out of time: to have no more time to complete something

To say something out loud: to say something so that everyone can

hear

Together: with one or more people; at the same time

Training: learning the skills you need for a job

True: when something is correct or accurate

Verb: a doing word

https://youtu.be/ADnAGBWlzqE

